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Black Children in
It

Classr- os .

Harry Mcirgan

The probability that black children exceed their white counterparts

in sensorimotor develovaent very early in life, has surfaced in child

development circles qn isolated occasionsThowledj- of early and advanced

sensorimotor developrnetit among black neonates has been with uS for sometime.

The notion has never generated a level of concern strong enough to withstand

the onslaught,of disbelievers--or the backlash of those who believe that
/

the reverse'is true. INhy this is _rue is the larger problem area worthy

of many/further investigations by TLsearchers. Etiological questions

related to thk -early and advanced sensorimotor status of black 'children,

udll not he addressed at tIds time. The occasional research

projects and clinical observations detailing differentiated sensorimotor

development among blackneonates, have never been collected in a single

writina. Evidence,supportina the notion of'advanced sensorimotor development

in bLack children, will be presented here. Thus, this paper will bring
together these projects 4nd observations, the current use of medication

for seniorimotor management in schools the'so called. "third grade syndro
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their illiplicat ionS.

edu-ntional policy deCision- -dig with

-re is a desirable flow of development which is suggested by

presenting these ideas in this pattern. I.pronose a parentinq and sibling

style of active interaction which will extend to a growing child's

playmates and peer choice network. This model of lctive intervention

needs support from classroom teachers, and they in turn need backup from

a formalized educational, policy. As a.result of thisfriodel, major Cognitive

gains will tend to accrue at an increasing rate for low income blark-

children when implemented.

a

-In my view there are three basic reasons why_this concept has not

received active attention. 'One, of course, is that nany scientists in

huaan growth and development are reluctant to discuss differentiated

characteristics of humans wkich might be attributed to genetic trans_erenc
-

The research in Nazi Germany te prove Jewish inferiority, and our, own

deliberate mismangement of intelligence testing during the 1920's t6 keep'

ETiijiãñt gindps out-, set the 'boundaries for many bitter memories.

The recent myriad emotional responses to the work of Dr. Arthur Jensen*

has served to further darken this domain. These reactiOns were of course

understandable since one of the notions put forth by Jensen (1969) suggeSte

that black children have lo er I. Q. scores because they are genetically

inferior to white children.
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The second reason is much more subtle aad will naturallybo met

with some strong well placed denials. The basic research which discovered

the differentiated development between European and Black infants waS

done in the 1950's by a woman, Dr. Mar elle Geller. The Geber hyp thesis

wis supported:by similar research in:the 1960's by DI% W D. Jdn.yrth,

another woman. At that time the scientific community in gererai withheld

total approval from women in science. This conditional regard varied

somewhat'. -That is, female scientists were viewed with fewer reservations

if they selected parenting, childhood or infancy as major research

interests_

,A1

The third reason is one that seems to find its way into the very

fabric of everything we de in this countryracism. now,even the

general public is aware of the'extent to which this eroding reality
C?

dominates our daily lives. Its devastating consequences need no more

reinforcement in this writing.

So, the goal of this pa.-.-2r is to interblend selected research:,

literature concerned with early and advanced sensorimotor dev-lopment

-in black children, and the institutional manaa0 ement of their natural

precocity, to enable the implementation. of "rational" educational policy

decisions. The first section will briefly review selected literature

of sensorimotor development in black children... The second section will

concern itself with the curreni use of medication_ for sensorimot

4
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j:iicient of sole- 04 black c1iildr6n in educational _stitutions.

Finally, tho'last section will disct_.;the so called "third grade syndrome",

and specific implications ofsel cted knowledge acquisition patterns of_

Black children. Hopefully, this will set the stage fm- educational policy

discussions further research which reflect the sensorimotor needs of.

a large number of black children.'

F. Adv- _c d o_imotor Development

Historically, Geber's (1960)first.reports of advanced development

in African neonates wer e from her observations of mothers and their

babies in rural communities. A major aspect of her discoverypointed

out a parenting style of socially active intimacy. For a period of

approximately 36 months this interaction seemed to promote a sensorimotor

development superior to timilar developm,entjn European infants.
,

..clinical observations of African children in the first

year of life had already shown that the accepted "milestones"

of development-raising the head, sitting, standing, walking,

and so onwere passed at an earlier age than in European

children. (Ggber, 1960 p. 1216).

As Geber's involvement became more intense-ihe was able to explore

some causative factors. She identified a high level of social interaction

between the child and his environment. Breast feeding 14as the Common

practice d-this Occured _vhenever the infant demonstrated a wish for it.
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Infant v :e :1--una.(2ed te interact with other family members and vis- ors.

They e nevef, confined to cribs but allowed to move about- the home

usin whatever available to them c mmensurate with the

of development \rileep seemed to- be the only _o,imon occurrence whi_

exclUded them fro f_ ily socializing..

age

The accelera e_ development was not solely in the loeomotor domain.

Ainsworth (1956) rorded language development and identified four-syllable

vocalization in irifans with a mean age of 38 weeks. At the end of 36'

months there was a diririishing of the mother thildanteraction and infants

were left more Din thei own. Fron this 'ooint on it ws observed the

child developed at a 4ch slower rate.

Ainsworth iii testi the Geber hypothesis found the same basi6 pattern

among a. different group,of African neonates. From her observations, urban
1

children whose parents iollowed Foropeaa child rearing patterns did not

demonstrate early'devel ent. These babies appeared to develop similarly

to infants.of their par

Ainsworth suggest that

to the continuity of hi

absence of_this sort of an enVironment will Cause decline

children and a leveling off ii Biopean norms by some urbar AEric

European colleagues and neighbors: &riper and

appropriate interacting environment is crucial

level's- of growth among'African infants.

ong rur-

children.
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Jn a studyby Braze ton, 1:oslows',:i and Tronick (1971) a cempa ison

of sensorimotor development was made between infants boin to urban Zambian

mothers and those born to an equal nmmber of white American:mothers. Th:

probleMs of urban living in Zambia produced mothers with low protein dietS,

multiple pregnancies and related infections. As expected, their newborns

were observed to be lower in weight and length than the white infants,

and generally less health

I
under which the African infnts were born, within a short time approximately

Despite the less than ideal circumstances

two weeks) they surpassed the white infants in cuddliness, reactivity to_

stimulation, ale eSs, social interest and consolability.

mother's child rearing procedures created an active, energetic set of

eriences for their babies. They went about caring for them as if there

was not the least doubt that their infant:- would develop normally African

mothers provided a high corltact.attentive environthert which was seemingly

tuned to the infant's genetic ability. When comparea to the ZaMbianmoth-ers,

the 'white mothers'had less handling and feeding contact with their infants.

White infants and mothers also seemed to follow a pattern of expectation

and compatibility evem though the early learning environment was very

different from their African counterparts. Trom these oh8ervations it

appears that development in infancy is influenced by inherited determinan

which seem to be related to cultural procedures and social int ractions.

Differences in Sensorimotor development were also-found to eXist

between American_black infants and their whlte counterparts. NancY Bayley

(1965), in making a comparison of mental and motoric test scores between

7
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black , white, and Puerto Rican babies. found no significai L group iifferene
-

in mental test scores. The black babies, however, scored hi -er than the

Puerto Rican and white babies on the _- tor scale.

Superior motor developmen- was observed in American black infants by

Pasaminick (1946) to exist through the age of 24 months. He also reported

that black and white infants compared equally in other areas of behavioral

development. Similar precocity was observed among black babieS of Jamaican

West Indian parents. Curti and others (1935), reported that these infants

surpassed American white infants in reaching certain "milestones" like

creeping, standing and Walking.

Williams and Scott (1953) in cqmparing 104 black infants fro moderate

income families, idth 50 infants from:low income families, found significant

differences between the two groups in motor development. Infants from the

low SES families showed a more advanced motor devglopment than those from

higher income families. The researchers attributed the diaerences to-child

rearing procedures and made a point of rejecting possible "racial"

characteristics. The concept of racp might ide1 be an inappropriate variable

to even consider. If from a rafidem sample we place the darkest and. fairest

skin person at either end of a continuum, the myriad variations in skin

color and hair texture alone would make it an impossible task to delineate

a beginning (the point at which one's characteristics can be classified as

black) or ending Ottle point at which one's characèristics can be classified
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as white

Page 9.

On the other hand, hlackidcntityand low SE curring

tog Ukher does produce realities of social isolation'. Problem of urban

schools are often discussed against; a backdrop of a heavy concentration

of black children from low income families.

Child rearing practices in our country have varied somewLat over

the years, having been influenced primarily by middle class norms. Trends

which have been known to affect parenting styles have been introduced by

child rearing prefessionals who are read and resPected by membeh of this

socioeconomic group. Lower socioeconomic familieS who are striving for

--higher-status-readily_adopt_attributes whiCh they identi appropriate

to the group(s) above them. Lower socioeconomic people are willing tor

acquire many such attributes to remove the-barriers between then-selves and

acceptance into the middle class There are also many things.they are

willing to forego in order that they might better resemble the mite respected

middle class. Brazeltoh, R4Pey and Collier (1969) who have researched groups

of E__ African and Mayan Indian infants indicate how social,forces can

dominate a mother's expertations for hef newborn.

...(Black babies ) are strong, they are Vigorous an

exciting motorically. This is a real proIEf

black mothers that I take care of...They often equate

motor activity with aggression, with things that won't

be assiMilated into the culture that they are trying
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'to astm,lat e into oleRSelVOS V. Old likt::-to ONO

blaCk,mothers a feelino- that i1iat they do.is

important..-.if the black _ ther could see the sf eng

of her' bully, and respond-to them in a ,Tay. that 'makes

0
the baby respond back, she would feel like a better

person. If black kids-could get the feelini fhat what

they did-was impoItant early in Childhood._..That's

what I'd like to give thema feeling of their qwn

identity.

..,(Bladk Mothers) often equate (their baby's) activity

with aggression bad ..They see this as bad and

they very often,talk about it as if theyWere bad. They

cry too muchthey are bad; they are too active--they are

bad-. 'te-1. by Brazelton, -ee Rich 1973)

,Spitz and Wolf (1946) and Xlaus, Kennell, Plumb and Zvehlke (1_70)

describe how mothers eXpress their earlk feelings of love for their

newborns during the first hours of face to face encounters. Robson 1967)

states that even discrete activity of eye contact transMits signifeant

and potent aspects of arm regard. NUtual unconditiotal regard is of

_

-consi efabie imp° -0=F-tothe-child first encounter with our environment.

Pedi tricians need to encourage black mothers to support their newborn's

precocity by responding to them positively in informal ways (allowing them

1 0
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le explore the u_know_ by moving about the floor and not constantly

being confined to-a crib), and forma:Ili waLLIL rec,Tard, transmittal of

warmth and-support through eyecentact, cuddling and firM selective

discip]inthg of negative behavior

Black mothers .3..rho are encouraged to hhve unrealistic expectations

their edld-Ts.assirmilation mar be creating Insurmountable obs-Lacles

in the pathway toward optimumcognitive potential. f Adaptation to present

imstitutional modes should not go unquestioned when such-large numbers- of,

children must be ekpelled fro school, drugged or therap titally grouped

for caretaker Convenience.

Black mothers ought to.be encouraged to play with their babies and

hare in the enjoyment of active, frequent eye contact, and exciting

periods of child-rearing. They need to be encouraged to interact with

theirInfant's raptor excitement and support 'their natural capabilities.

The mother's reciprocity is-vital-to a so:Stained growth environment for

their baby because of'what appears to be cultural expectations The

inf I's rapid buildup early in'life can be expected to diminish if

through adaptational stress, black parents dre forced tckbrinLtheL

family persOnalities,into cOmplia4ce with the dominant white culture.

Capabilities and a readiness to learn have been identified at birth,

or a few hours thereafter, amona both black and Mute newborns.

ii
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ZuLkcnrnqul and Rack (1957) for example ha ubstuiitiatcd the

-
existence of-innate ca abilities in newborns for organized visual

perceptions. It is their view from clinical observation that innate

organizing p °tosses of visual perception exist in neonates and undergo

environmental modification later on as' a part of general growth arid

developm nt. Goren, Sarty and WU, (1975) appear to support Zuckerman

and Rock. From their clinical observations, newborns responded more

appropriately to properly drawn'Thee patterns than to a scraMbled or

blank fatial facsimile. We can therefore deduce that gnificant ledrning

patterns are already in motion at birth. At this semingly critical

point in an :t's early life, opportunities for learning and teaching

0 ght to ba encouraged.

Management t_ dup. Medication

Over the past decade there has bben an increasing use of medication-

= -
for classroom management purposes. Studies by Rie,(1974 and 1975), ,CrOss

and Wilson,.(1974) and assessment studies b)cConnor (1969) d Davids (1971) .

suggest. a process with stages or steps. Children whose el- sroom behavior'

is described asvtiggling, turning, incessant talking, impulsiveness and

grapility to delay gratification are .requently referred to the school
-

physician. At this stage, largely on the basis of the classroom teacher's

reporting, such Children are diagnosed, h- erkinetit, or as suffering

from minimal brain dysfunctional, a learning-disorder, or a hyperactive.

impulse disorder.

2
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The next step in this labelling process is medication. Parents

brolight into the picture because under these circumstances their

approval is necessary. Parents' knoyledge of how schools are run and

their general level of sephistication\will determine in large part how

long it will take to obtain'their approval. School authorities have

also been known_to establish medication as a condition_ under which they

include or exclude a child from school.

As ef this writing over-2 million school Children i- the United

States are on behavior modifying drug therapy. This is_ not intended

as a condemnation of all therapeutic programs using meth loheMidate

hydrochloride (Zit in),amphetamines and other chemically related drugs,

expecially where competent assessment has been a part:of the process.

Many in the field are groping for some form of relief for the chronic

_

delinquent, brain damaged, and severly diSturbed Child and for their

Caretaers.. If coirpetency erodes at anny stage of the diagnostic/therapeU ic-

process, too,many children who are difficult to fit into our prescribed

institutionai,patterns, who defy our present norms, and whO are too
_

bothersome to professionals-by'reminding them of their fail resi-are assigned

to special-treatment solely for professional convenience.

ban black children who are unable to conform to school rules

(thich for them are unrealistic), fall into this category. One result is

that theirepergy is released in an atmOSphere of hostile punitive backlash.
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am su-iting that'initially, these Children's use of energy in this

way is not intended to be chaotic or disruptive but strateoic to their

style of learning. School designed patterns of knowledge delivery need

to expind the number of ways that knowledge can properly be disseminatec

by the educator, and receiVed and synthesized by the learner. All too

often, the interaction between the active child's use of motor energy,

-and the school's common reaction'to it, inadvertently compels a ininiature

battleground. These particular points will be discussea further iA the

section on policy.

There is need for further research to explore various modes of

teaching strategies and classroOm management as alternatives to drug

therapy even_for children who are chronically difficult to manage.

Pope (1970) has observed that unmedicated Children diagnosed as hyperactive
--

were as-well controlled-as normal Children when they were assigned tasks

which inv9lved well planned forms of stimulation and were pleasurable.

Rie (1974) found that if one sensitized its caretakers to the cognitive and

affective needs of children, their undesirable activity could be decreased

without the us of drugs. Thus, the problem can be seen as philosophical

or politicalWhat do we change, the client or the institution?

/
-/

The state-of-the-art concerned udth client modification has net reached

a level of unequivocal justifidation. Rie (197.4) and Connors, Eisenbert
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and Sharpe (1964) havepoint e out that in their studies medication did

not the academic aChievement of children. So-, one can conlude

that drugs can adjust the child's affect for-the-convena f-institutional

conformity, but thr cannet teach children to reader do arithmetic.

F.
Tolards a owled e Ac.uiition/Sensorimotor Model of Black Childien

In the first section we dealt with research per aining to early and

/Advanced sensorimotor development of black neonates and infants, thus,

presenting.a review of,the literature in the area. It is my contention

that because of'the advanced sensorimotor development in blacks during

their early sChdol,years educators tend tp assess this fact as inapproPriate

behavior. In most cases we strongly believe that the educators'.assessment

of these children is incorrect. It is unfortunate that because of these-

incorrect assessMents, black,school children are'Wonaged-throughmedication".

With the first two sectionS in.mihd, we will now introduce the final section

towards a know edge acquisitioWsenorimotor podel ofBlack children.
4

-- ---
The final section will explore the notions df the so-called "third

grade syndrome" and some-implications for educational policy-making

In shor., from the time a black child enters school to the. third grade

there is an increase kn verbal achievement scores. However, when the

samestudent reaches the third grade and until grade twelve there is a

leveling off or slight decreas_.

I
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in verbal achievement scores. Firm 1 , we will provide additional
t

implication for educational policy/makers.

ThirclGratne: Teaper observatio- an_ my own experi nce provide .

enough reason to bellev black children in the United States enter

school for the fi t time with a great deal of enthusiasm and positive

spirit. Trom the/first day of school to the point where they reach third

grade there xs a general- upswing in their acadeMic achievement. From
0

aboutothe (hird grade through the uppr grades there is a steady decline

in grol,6 measured capabilities of black Children to do school werk.

This decline is more consistent among groupS of black children in

the South than the North khy does, this differentiation prevail?

suspect that one pbssible cause is the general restraint that the sou_hern
£

classinem atmospherb might IMpose upon, childx-en. Durimg normal times
,

these classrooms promote an atmosphere that is,.somewhere betkeen the

northern early Childhood, and sechndary -Chool-bnvironment. That is,

not aS free andlopen aS the,lower'grades of northern sdhools, but not as_

controlled and traditional as' their.upper-grades either,

,There have been Interventions in early childhood educafion to enriCh
--

the educational Opportunities for low income blacchildren. During 1965,

for example,,many states inaugurated some form of Headstart. Its effects

were not felt in the schools until some- time later par-
,

and human
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areas became more involved in how their schools

were being run; How this affected the academic achieve ent of children

recruited for these piograins remains controversial.

Teachin _ategieS and delivery of'basic education:in our country

is generally strati ied according to teacher training modes. Early

childhood teachis grades (K-3), seem to receive deeper and more concentrated

training t do elementary grades (K-6) and secondary education grades (7-12)

teachers. Early childhood education has been a .strong movement ineur

co for some Unit and has received'greater attention fromTarents than

her aspect of public schooling.

Risking excessive over-simplification, I TA.11 attempt to describe

briefly the major modes of classroom teaching by defining the roles of

the'teicher and learner in their school environment. Traditional=approaches

-to\teaching and:learning define an active rcle -for the teadher and a passive
A

xole for the-learner. Em.hasIs is placed upon objective drill and rote

memorization. Curriculum content as devised by specialists and the chil '

ability to memorize it is paramount in this method., Stimulus-Response

theorists help support this learning theory in institutions where many of

our present7day teachers were trained.

Using the ideas first expressed by John. Dewey in 1916, there are

still remaining aogreSsive educators and those who support learning by

i7
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cliscoveiy. This term is not'a very good_one for identifying this group,

but is the best one I have, so keep in mind that they are on the oppo--

end of a continuum from the traditionalists.

Here, the role of the learner is, very active. He is allowed to

explore the entire'lea environment and-make his own choices. Should
.

he need clarification of an event or description of mate leis the teaChe_

role is to respond to his queries. Teachers are passive and usually wait

until the learner activates them. Unfortunately, progressive activist tend

to read too littie of what Dewey Intended, that is, environmental passivity

is now what'ke actually intended.

'Traditionalists assyme that teadhers are all-knowing and that learners

come to, the experience lacking _in almost all-things until the teacher

enlightens them. ,Progressive educators\tress-the learners as being-in,

the most-strategic poSition to determine their own needs so that they should

be allowed to learmby,discoVery

a

The open education movement seems to avoid the two extremes by encouraging

an active role, for teacher and learner. It seems to me that this movemamt

more closely-approximates Dewey's original philosophy. From what we now

know about the natUre of knowledge acquisition 4_11 black infants, the.open

twd;

ation movement is probably better suited to their needs than the other

This* mevement has:,been on the upswing in early Childhood classrooms in
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the Northeast and eliewhere, since the late fifties and Figure 1 seems

to attest to its effectiveness.

It is also true that over the years the general public has paid

more attention to kindergarten, preschool, d nurseri than any other

ngle aspect of pre-college-education and has hactmorewritten for them

on the subject. The Early Childhood Movement has probabldone a g'reat

deal more to expose children to"a proper mix of affective and Cbgnitive

education.

There is also a higher degree of socialization and teacher-child)._

; '

in eraction in the early childhood grades than inthe others. Nurturing

is a major force in the learning environment. It is within this highly

socialized environment of the early grades that black-Children seem to

progress at a rate oZlearning. It is important to note here

that the right kind.of sacialization is being recommended, and not merely

mmir,g About the school or classroom uithout planned-purposeful involvement.

The early childhood classroom should be an efficient workroom where a child's

play is view,d as work.

In a:.typical open- _00111

theme of_study or.activities whi

the teacher will introduce a central

mill enable children to immediately

become-aware of the world around them. Themes are elaborated first from

the environmenr such as organizi chores, caring for pets and plants,
7

19
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b_ Hang, poking, msi, etc.
c9nnnuraty /in w1ich

their/ skill" Well organ
'

and chi1C-child inteiaction

;are well suited to rtheith aca

aspects of

solve rt5biems, and

provide teacherchild

aspect 'of.their fUndamental design,
,

chievel ent among black children.

: 1

Once out of the . earl cbildhoOd sphere of influenee; there appears
, , 17

i

' /\,. I IV'''.I

I

f-7-- ---.---,!--_____t_o-be-a----S7-feadS, 47in.-ecle in academic achievemen 'ainonk black -children:-
t ' , 1 I i I

social interactiOn model /found in the lowerlgradeS1
-, , .

within which bldck chil&ren as a gr unhcan 1,earn.

-I ,

vancement among black and
, ...

Figure 1. s ei relative" early grade
,

. .. /:white childrenf-the North and Soutir. .

i .

a survey research project by James Cdieman (1969), document -the lack.., ,. ;

'-------o Lequa#ty ir American education delXvery systems. /It is. presented here,
.

wimarily to- show --the_ distinct verbal' . alchievement differtiation through
--- .

--- 4 ---- .

-videS an atmosphere

e chart depicts the results of

V-1.-- grades be een black and -.4hite h&nwith a graphic view of the so

called third :rade syndrome.
1At

the end of the early ehil

ilhen classroOms become more restrictiVe and tightly organized,

advancement in the :schooling of black children.

The inferences .which should be drawn rom this writiñcr is-not so

f edugational goals being sought, buf rather in themuch in the nature

for achieving thesegoals. We need to encourage all ch dren to
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xplore the unknown'and not limit them to task-oriented curriculum

deviSed to promote quiet servitude. Too often curriculum is lock-stepped

into stages of preordaimd advancement. This is then applied ir a c

didactic m

stifled.

and creativity, explor and learaing adventure are

Some Selected Problems licatio -Poli Several selected

problems .which were identified by the review of the pertinent research

literature in our defined delimited problem area arepresented. .TWo

theoretical ideas concerned with the education of blac', thildren are

presented. A, propoed knowledge acquisition sensorimotor model is then

discussed. A summary of the reSearth is presented, some implications

of individuálized instruction in an open learning sitUation,the-problems-

of suspensions of students, managemenit-b

and advocacy ate then presentel. be will

which we feel ought to be investigated by

-

,Cuirently, there are two theoretical ideas concerned with the

cation, behavidr modification

offer an alternative strgegy
A

'educational Pelicy decision.

education of black children the child as the problem or the school
a'

system as the problem. Recently the child as the problem has received

a, great deal of-support by educational policy dedsion ers.--

Jensen C1969) theatizimg that inequalities-in cognitive perfotmances

That is

tend to be genetic in origin and Hun (1964) 1 -.al inferiori
-

hypothesis. The genetic model gave rise to the vocational eduCation
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The cultural inferioritrhypothesis was the pOlicy basis for_the

contp1atthy education programs such as-Efead Start, and Follow Through.

Duiing the past decade ihe notion'that what happens in the school

may be iore,responsible for negative outcomes than irtherenteharieteristics

of the.student.has beenAuggested by Clark (1965 ) From this idea three

.1,hypotheses have been generated. 'They are the "culture-gaiP, "inequalily"

lture-gap" hypothesisand "self-fulling prophesy" hypotheses. The

states that the values dna status of teacheri tend'to be incongruent with:

those of their sbdents .

1

t .

,The "inequality hypothesis" Asserts that school systems do not
y

distribute resources equitably,.that is, Lddle-class sehools are favote

in assignMent-of staff, clasrs, materials and.Other resources. the

Serrano:IT Friest (1971) case challenged the constitutionaa of un 1

allocation of resources in education and the California Supreme Co

Finally, the "self-fulling prophecy" hypo91 s suggests that, students

tend,to achieve.at-the level expected of *therd by their teaehers. that'is, 1

if a teacher holds astudent in low esteem andlh lo4 expectations for

these students'- ccess, teachers idli/ieach in an in.lifferent manner and/

convey negative'attitudes in a numb pf ways The,stuJents will Sense this

and gauge their own expectations for success and perforrfilrice accordtrigly.-



None of the.above mentioned hypotheses, theories

lain,wlik black children-tend to do poorly in
e

therefore, suggesting a Knowledge Acqüisition/Sc.:

of--the'black child as.learner.

Page 24

an /or models can

r s(21Ools. We are,

-rimotor-(KA/S) mode

In summary, the available research asserts that, tie imfant rearing

practice of social interaction among Zambian motheNs differed from the

interaction Brazelton KoslowSki and Tronick 11971) observed between-

American white mothers and their newborns. Other studies in the United

States which reported advanced sensorimotor development in black

-also suggested a different-style of infant handling in low inco

Other researchers found advanted motor developMent.in those blac_
.

Tithose mothers had-low SE5, when they ere compared to infants of

Fome black families. While another, found advance motbric dexielopment

7

11 of the New Haven blaCk infants that she compared-to groups of \

neonates

families

infants

dle)-

-Pue Rican and white infants.

The research literature

N

that black children at birth

anticipate an environment that will be ctive, ic1udingj high level Of

mother- t-interaction. It also suggests. that White'infants antiLapate

a less ac. ve environment with lower inputs of Mother-infant interaction.

,Based. on t ese-data, we can assume that white children require lowet levels

social i ction than their black coanterparts. Our schooling patterns

for romote quietness and docili

4
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If-we pursue the implfcations of these circumstaiices, that is, our

classrooms are designed to suit learning noimsof childten from white

families and opposed to the natural characteristics of certain black

children. 1f this is, true publi.0 schooling is making it increasingly

'diffiOult for these-black children to comply with tLe demands made

them by that system. The fact that these children seem to establish their

-own set of behavior harms to which-individuals an& groups can conform

should not su- rise.us. .lheir behavior cam be disruPtive when the
---

planned environment far learning is laCking in elements which ought-to

serve to defuse their buil of sensorimotor-energy.

As adults we become frustratea when a utility-company or depalLment

store seems uninterested in a problem we might havemith them or unwilling

.."00_ resolve it in our favor. We can,becoMe aSsertive aria even hostile
,

N.wbenin our view, they are not as impressed with our problem as:lire are..

When learners interpret a téacherS teaching behavior as not really interested

7------,

n.;.,hat they ate feeIAng and.needing,-they too tend to beco de and -.
.

boisterous. For them it is more tlian a simple' phone call to the managers,

it is going againzt a system which has thestippott of all levels of school-.
-

administration, their neighborhood and often their family.

Despite the lack of educational research

area

on the

0

aining for tqachers in

some classroom teachers have:become aware,of this phenomenon

To improve learning,for their children small groups of te
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ry have begun to individualize their anstruc_ion. It is

one of the more organized approaches to changing a.sometimes sterile,

socially inactive classroom into=a more sensitive a.id open atmosphere
1

that-promotes individual creativity. Often, untraditional patterns must

be introduced. The-probability that this will OCCUT_is onelof the more

attractive aspects of individualized nstiuction. Tpachers who are serio

involved in this method seem to constantly search for means of expanding

,
the nuirlier of mays to enable children to define themselves positively as

persons -and learners

Educators know often act as if they do not) that learribrs are

not merely cognitive receptacles but they bring affective attributes to

thejearning'environment. Through an inthrctin ircesthey .demonstrate

anietieS, fears,:motivations, beliefs and-wishes, jüt to name a few.

ooling also means group, rather than individual learning. Learning _

then is also influenced by group traditions attitudes:and behavior norms
\

through the same process., Nhny educators have written a gaeat deal'about_
... .., _

middlelclass oriented:c assrooms and the need for special plamtingwheh

\ ,_
learners-tome from,low-income aMilies. Thehotiqh that classroom management

. .\ .

is opposed to certain of the black child's natural attributes introduces

another negative dimension which further widens this gap. In other words

in our educational delivery systems we are-not only-meeting mhite youth

more than half way, but in so doing, (a-are moving away from the terminals
,

at which
vb
lack children expect to connect.
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7ile management and demands for quietude produce ste lie classrooms

whbre many,black children, mostly hlaies, disengage from the mainstreai

of class discussions and a_ demic aSsignMents. TeaChers become resentful

when students balk at "school work": A troubled teacher-pupil relationship

is the outcome; The resentful teacher and balking student's interactions

erode with daily incidents as when nonconforming students are denied

privileges which are granted to their conforming counterphuts.

Schools have adopted a policy designed to rid themselves of so

called, "trouble makers", who even,though thcy never commit serious offe es,

are considered "problems"- Such a policy leads to the compilation of a

.

dossier on these students so as to build up a stt g of:minor offenses, Which
1_

when presented all at once, appear to be a massive campaign of misdeeds-

For the more youthful and consistent "offenders" there are special

clasSrooms where cognitive expectations are usually nil. Ironically, su

classesare frequently referred to as "learning cente " and under the

control of muscular male teadhers. Several years ago it was a common

spectacle in predominantly white schools to see the majori- 'black

male students herded into one room.ruled over by the single black male

teacher in thesdhool. Or, the assignment of a paraprofc sional or tea

hide to administer to the active black-children with wham the classroom

teacher did:not care to deal because she did not know how ;- do it.

2 7
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The Children's Defense Fund, a project: of the Washington Research.

Project, -ompiled statistics diiectly related to this suhje t. They

reported this year that m- e than one million children were suspended

. from school one or more times during the 1972-75 academie year. There

did not seem to be any substantial differential based on geographic

location, size of school district, city or state. More than 63% of the

suspensions were for minor offenses such as_:cutting into the 1.unCh line,

_ -kina, truancy --d similar acts. Less than 3% were for serious acts

of destruction,-,criminal activity, or use of narcotics. In those-

districts from which their statistics were derived, one out of every 24

studentS was suspended. For black secondary school children, the suspension

rate was one out of:every eight. Suspension forces children into the

streets where little good and probably a great deal of harm can result. It

is a popular alI-purpose tool used by school personnel to get rid of students

whiCh they do not'InOw how to deal with.

more devastating practice discussed previously, is the administration

of drugs intended for children described as hyperactive It is likely that

s me children attending school need help in-controlling certain purposeless

behavior because self management is beyond their own capability. It is not

likely, however, that a classroom teacher will have the m ical knowledge

necessary for-diagnosis and treatment. Thisis- futhër complicated by lack
-

of knowledge in this field even by competent medical persons. Eespite these

circumstances, identifications and referrals are solely the domain of the
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of the teacher to initiate. Among:professionals, favorable networks

are relatively easy to set into place. Physicians who are prone to

prescribe drug therapy are soon known and parents are encouraged to

sea advice from these sources.

Aal that is really known about the practice of behavior modification

by medication at this time, is that the commonly used medications quiet

children who are unusually disruptive and active. There are no data, or

known scientific investigations on the dangers of drug build up over the

years or the possibilities for future addiction. We do know, that by far,

the larger percentage of prescribed behavior modifying drugs are administered

to black male children. It is my view that such practices are detrimental,

How severe such detriments might be is a separate concern worthy of its

oval investigation. own interest of the moment, however rests on-the

notion that the behavior being modified is probably more purposeful for

children on their terms, than the behaviors that are being called forth

thiaigh the use of medication bècausë children are powerless, etc.).

Too many Of the innercity and rural -oor are powerless in encouraging

our system to work for their bettermen-L /They want a better life but

their prOblems'are too mady and too large and their resources toer few to

e their condition. They have too little time, not enough knowledge,

too few skills And not enough influente. For:the most part they are alone
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with their problems if unaided, th y cannot cone.with their family

responsibilities or with the, demands of the institutions which are

designed to advance their interests.

Black Childreri: from these families, and others who may appear to

be somewhat better off, are often discouraged by inFtitutions they use

and from which they derive certain ,benefits. Too often their experience

or their interpretation of an experience make them believe that these

institutions schools,-hospitals, etc. are alien,and hostile.

Despite these circumstances, there are many children from upper

socio-economic black families whose adaptatien'and academica--ieVement

seem tollo a pathway similar to that of=white children from middle

income families of equal status. For, several generations they may have,

lived among white families and socialized with them in significant ways

reduced social distance;. even in such taboo areas as interracial mate-
.

choice. The latter continues to crumble gradually among upper income

persbns.

Within opportunity and social mobili -domains black families who

are gradually becoming "better off" are'also widening the gap between

themselves amd lower income blacks whose status remains the same. The

better off blacks are often thrust into this status on the basis of a

comparisenibetween two adult incomes in their family, amd one adalt
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income in a similar white fam ly. Neverthe1ess, it appears that through

increased sharing of jobs

a-

social interaction of rituals a ---

holiday celebrations,.marriages and similar ceremonial occasions) rertaiii

per income black children achieve in our present modes of schooling

equally to their white countrparts. It is not known'whether or not they

rright do better in a MOTO actiVe environment.

Then there is that recurring popular question: if these blatk

Children can do well through common modes of teaching, why should we not

expect others to do the same? The three implications, here are that the

institution is on the right tratk but certain learners ate not. -Firstly,

the apparatus for adaptation and then assimilation is not available to all:

Innercity housing project dwellers, for example, hardly see WhiteS outside

of a power relationship where blacks are the powerless.' So, one to one

interactions are rare Secondly, teachers need to be able to dip intO-the

child's steady stream Of consciousness without diverting or damning it Up.
-

Being insensitive to an active le cf learning.can -vry'casily send the

learner underground. Thirdly, adaptation to what is, should not constitute

the whole of what:we should be striving for in the education of our young.

We should bp continuously searchini-for waYs to enable children tO defLne

themselves positively,as persons and as learners.

Although or emphasis has'been upon implications for policy matters

affecting infants in faMilies and their schooling, it is hoped that other

3 1
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questions alonv _ne life spa :-. will be brought to the interest of -iher

investigator's. Issues of social'interaction pertaining to,the care of

institutionalized,_ orphaned and abandonded nlants, early adult life,

and residency in homes for the eid-_ly, are some of the categories related

to a life span v_e-

In sumtary, there seems to be five alternative courses of action

which school personnel are likhly to put-into motion in dealing with

black children iho,are too active to learn comfortably in the established

school order. Rather than re-examine modes of teadhingilearning

for possible modification, the educatiOn establishment prefers to (1)

assign children Ito special learning centers where only minimal lea

is expected, or (2) prescribe drugs to-repder children affectiess arid

al ost void of emotion to sequeSter their classroom behavior, completely

separate children from chei.- school environment by suspension, or (4)

don't do anything, keep Lhings the way they are. The four courses of

action are demeaning and-hurtful. 'The fifth is t apply a humanis ic,

Open individualized learning situation for all students.
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